Other desired Qualities
If you marked other above what quality(ies) would you want in our new Bishop?
with vestries after the church service. I know of at least one good sized congregation in which this took place, but he enjoyed having pictures taken of himself.church in which he ignored
the vestry, never met with them, but enjoyed taking pictures
1) humility 2) manifestly Christ-centered, displaying deep reverence for Christ's word and sacraments
Knowledge of or part of movement Nadia Boly-Weber. She has her finger on the mix of real accepting and deep belief that will touch people.
A heart and vision for youth and young adults.
a Parish may need practical help not demands.
A person who can pray with people, particularly the clergy and leadership. Willing to take risks
ability to resolve conflicts (able to have the"hard" conversations
Able to make decisions despite conflict
Accessible
Adaptive leader, personable, creative problem solver.
all of the above
All of the above!
All of the boxes I didn't check.
All of them—seriously
All the ones I marked.
be welling to help the lgbtq community and any one else that needs help and understanding
Cares deeply about the whole natural world
Centered on Christ, open and kind listener, who knows his/her location and recognizes other locations and the effects of power, works as a Partner rather than a Boss
Change agent
compassionate
Courage
Creating a mechanism for respectful sharing of a variety of ministries
Cultivator of broad community: "giving us to one another" and considering that a priority
culturally responsive
Culturally Responsive, Adaptive Leader, Listener
Devout, prayerful, committed, planner
Diversity! Female, POC, Spanish speaking, LGBTQ friendly.
Ecumentical
Engaging likes being around people
Facilitator, coach, critical thinker, a culture creative, discernful in self-deception, a deep down freshness in personal presence
Follows through, has a vision and sticks to it
Fully committed to the Presiding Bishop. Sorry, couldn't get down to five, but could have rank ordered more.. Way of Love
Genuine, strong relationship with Jesus, and devoted to being accountable.
Good communicator; includes listening and speaking; also, by spiritual I mean both the personal quality but also that they are knowledgeable about faith in a scholarly way, have a clear
spiritual practice of their own, and are and open to a range of ways of practicing Christianity (mystical, evangelical, traditional)
Good listener and open-minded.
Good shepherd and supportive of the clergy in the diocese.
honest
Humility
humility, the willingness to fail and recalibrate
I, at my stage of life, am lo0oking for a caring Minister who meets my Spiitual needs before the Lord calls me home
Inclusive
Inspirational
Inspirational--we need to be motivated to ministry, to become closer to God in our own faith.
Just in the now . . . understanding reduced attendance and how to increase
Kind, listener, creative problem solver
Knows about social media and its effectiveness
Leader in environmental and social justice work
Like to dance. Be Faithful to the God's truth.
listener, adaptive leader, experience at parish level
Liturgical, kind, listener, collaborative
Manager, Practical, Experienced at the Diocesan and National levels
Moral Strength base on the truth of Scripture. Love with out Truth has no power to change anything. Truth spoken in Love has the power to heal.
More conservative
Visible
honest

Overt follower of Jesus the Christ
Pastoral
Pastoral - nurture clergy, youth, the vulnerable
Pastoral kindness
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Personable but a great manager
personable, listener, kind
Please keep the Church together. Leave space for traditionalists. Grounded in God.
practical,
Prayerful
Prayerful, on her/his/their own journey
Psycho-spiritually conscious, well-grounded in relationships with self and others
Queer, Female, or PoC
Recruiter
respectful of history/traditions he/she presides
see above
See what I entered above after "Other".
self aware and not ego-driven, compassionate, able to relate to a wide range of people
Someone skilled at deploying resources in support of creative ministries
Someone who brings out the best in each and everyone of us.
Spanish sy
Straight
Strategic focus, ability to rise above conflict
Supportive of the LGBTQ community
teacher personable experience at parish level
The Episcopal Church can show that women lead wonderfully.
To be a pastor to the clergy
very well educated, experienced in the breadth of the Episcopal Church, appreciation for Anglican ethos
Visionary
Visionary
Young enough to understand the needs of families
Honesty, Veteran
Priest of church in Oregon’s diocese. Not from outside Oregon and culturally responsive to Oregon.
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